Customer Reference

IDEA® and AIS TaxAudit* can be used in numerous areas of application which - due to increasingly complex data structures - are becoming more and more diverse. Thus, our experts do not only use but depend on Audicon’s software solutions as indispensable tools when dealing with their everyday challenges. A major advantage is the scalability of the tools - from small and medium-sized enterprises to listed groups of companies of all industries. Thanks to the numerous import options, IDEA® can be used no matter what computer system our clients work with. An excellent software documentation and intuitive user interface enable even beginners to quickly get started with IDEA®.

ADKL uses IDEA® and AIS TaxAudit in numerous fields, e.g. consulting on restructuring, forensic audits, ensuring that tax law requirements within the scope of digital government audits are met, auditing document management systems, analyzing user access rights regarding internal control/SOX audits and, last but not least, efficiently performing the audit of financial statements.

IDEA® is a registered trademark of CaseWare IDEA Inc. More information: www.caseware.com.

* AIS TaxAudit is Audicon's analysis tool for tax relevant data in Germany.

Solution-oriented, reliable, face-to-face. Abels Decker Kuhfuß Lenzen (ADKL), the firm at your side when it comes to auditing, legal services or tax consultancy. With more than 110 employees and partners we accompany you on your way to success with our excellent services and exceptional commitment. More: www.adkl-msi.de.

About Audicon
Audicon is the leading provider of software solutions, methodological and technical expertise, and services relating to all aspects of audit, risk, and compliance. The solutions are addressed to accountants and tax consultants, compliance and risk managers, and internal/external auditors as well as treasurers. More information: www.audicon.net.